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NCTech iSTAR advanced HDR capability
challenging lighting conditions

The iSTAR 360 panoramic camera provides
rapid, automatic High Dynamic Range (HDR)
imaging in challenging lighting conditions,
whether in environments with high contrasts
of dark and shadow, or low levels of ambient
light. The NCTech iSTAR camera can be set to
capture a single exposure (HDR OFF), five
(HDR ON) or up to nine exposures (HDR PRO)
automatically with an equivalent range of

up to 27 f-stops. The whole 360 scene is
automatically analysed to establish the most
suitable exposure values (EV) and bracketing
to cover the scene’s dynamic range. In this
example images were taken with and without
using HDR to show several challenging light
environments in which iSTAR HDR capabilities
make a significant difference in image capture
quality.
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There are a wide range of lighting conditions and environments which
are potentially challenging to achieving the level of image quality
satisfactory for working requirements. The capabilities of the NCTech
iSTAR camera and Immersive Studio software make achieving good
results in such conditions significantly easier.
01. Software installation
02. Low Light Conditions.
03. High Dynamic Range (HDR)
04. NCTech iSTAR HDR images
05. NCTech iSTAR & ImmersiveStudio (NCTech HDR Workflow)
06. Applications
07. Conclusion

Img. 02.03. Greyfriars graveyard, Edinburgh City. iSTAR HDR image
sunset lighting.

01. Software installation
Installing NCTech ImmersiveStudio:
https://www.nctechimaging.com/immersive-studio

02. Low Light Conditions
Low light conditions cover a wide range of possibilities but here we
classify into “Daylight”, “Low Light” and “Dark”.
Daylight: Shadows are unavoidable in most imaging scenarios:
behind buildings, between narrow streets, under bridges, tunnels
or enclosures etc. It is therefore critical that any imaging system has
the ability to cope with shadowing challenges and still provide good
results.

Img. 02.01. Queensferry Road Bridge, Edinburgh City. iSTAR HDR image
under bridge.

Img. 02.04. St John’s Church, Edinburgh City. iSTAR HDR image indoors,
bright highlights with reflections and large stained-glass windows.
Dark: At night, inside caves, underground tunnels, inside pipes
or confined spaces where auxiliary light equipment is needed for
visibility.

Img. 02.05. Maria Pita Square, A Coruña city. iSTAR HDR image outdoors
night conditions with contrast lighting.

Low Light: Indoors with poor ambient light, during sunrise or sunset
where light is sufficient to see but challenging for digital sensors.

Img. 02.02. Vaults links, Glasgow University. iSTAR HDR image indoors,
very challenging conditions.

Img. 02.06. Sta Maria del Campo Church, A Coruña City. iSTAR HDR
image outdoors night conditions with poor lighting.
Visit http://www.istarshare.com/tour/4047 to see 360° HDR iSTAR
immersive views of Blair Street underground vaults with different
illumination and photo settings. This site is well-known to have very
challenging low light conditions, with zero natural light auxiliary
equipment is needed to see, as can be observed in the images. 360°
HDR iSTAR immersive views full of colour lights from Las Vegas night
landscape can be seen at http://www.istarshare.com/tour/3962
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03. High Dynamic Range (HDR)

Img. 03.01. Queensferry Road Bridge, Edinburgh City. iSTAR HDR source images under bridge.

Img. 03.02. St John’s Church, Edinburgh City. iSTAR HDR image indoors bright highlights with reflections and large decorated windows.

Img. 03.03. Calton Hill, Edinburgh City. iSTAR HDR source images sunny lighting conditions.

Img. 03.04. Maria Pita Square, A Coruña city. iSTAR HDR source images outdoors night conditions with contrast lighting.
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Img. 03.05. iSTAR HDR panorama source images. Notice the difference with the previous Img. 03.01., Img. 03.02., Img.03.03., and Img.03.04.
03.01. WHAT IS HDR AND WHAT IS USED FOR?
High Dynamic Range imaging (HDR or HDRI) can be achieved by
using multiple images, each with different exposure values, to
capture a greater dynamic range of light than using one standard
single exposure image, or by using HDR camera sensors which
have an extended dynamic range. A HDR photo has much more
information about luminosity than a Low Dynamic Range (LDR)
image. Because the human eye has a greater dynamic range than
typical digital sensors, the requirement for using HDR techniques is
to make images look more natural and closer what we are used to
experiencing.
The number of images needed to achieve good results depends on
the exposure value (EV) needed to cover the actual dynamic range
(difference between the lightest light and the darkest dark) and the
spacing between shots of the sequence used. This will naturally vary
from scene to scene, but in general, should cover as much luminosity
as possible. Most common steps in HDR photography are 1.0, 1.5 or
2.0 EV.
Img. 03.01., Img. 03.02, Img. 03.03. and Img. 03.04. show how images
with different exposures are used to cover the whole dynamic range
of the scene. Notice that each single exposure image covers a portion
of the scene dynamic range. Thus, Img.03.01. shows the exposure
steps used for NCTech iSTAR to obtain an image full of details at
the bridge and its entrance, the panorama (Img.02.01.) shows the
continuity of bridge vault texture details. In a similar way, it is used
at Img. 03.02. to reproduce in the same image indoors building and
window details, which is a very common challenge in architectural
photography (Img.02.04. corresponds to the full panorama).

images, in fact, we talk about a LDR obtained from HDR resulting
image, which is only really an approximation of the true HDR image.
Alternatively, HDR results within a low dynamic range image can be
directly obtained from source images by using Exposure Fusion. It is
this method that is used by Immersive Studio.
03.02. EXPOSURE FUSION VS TONE MAPPING:
The common technique to obtain an HDR image is via tone mapping.
However, tone mapped images often looks unreal or shows a
“different” interpretation of reality. Thus, when the purpose is to
show an image of a wide dynamic range scene with high contracts
light levels preserving details in shadows and bright areas but in
a realistic way, nearly as human eye can see the scene, exposure
fusion is the best option.
Using the exposure fusion method, an HDR image is gained pixel by
pixel from the source exposures. Each output image pixel is selected
from the source images based on the most appropriate values
established by software algorithms. Thus, the exposure method
process assigns weights to the source images pixels corresponding
to luminosity, saturation and contrast and smartly balances them to
build a single image. Compared to tone mapping, exposure fusion
doesn’t require a tone mapping stage since the resulting image is a
low dynamic range image. Therefore, the resulting image looks more
realistic than the ones gained from tone mapping. The shadows
remain with some amount of shadow and the bright areas also
remain brighter, considering the general scene, keeping the tonalities
truer to the scene being captured. Furthermore, exposure fusion
provides results with less noise, against tone mapping with amplifies
the noise, with a more natural looking appearance.

Looking at Img. 03.03. you can observe how well iSTAR HDR
images reproduce all the details a human eye can see (Img. 02.03.
corresponds to the full panorama) through capturing the texture
richness of the whole scene (shadows details, texture of stone
facades, sun position and reflections between tree branches...).
The last example corresponds to a night scene with illuminated
old buildings, in which exposure steps (Img.03.05.) allow the
reproduction of the rich facade, the colour of the building roof, the
cobble stones of the square (Img. 02.05. is the full panorama) and the
lights of that Old Town urban scene.
The HDR results of all aforementioned scenes are shown in Img.03.05.
in which the increase of the dynamic range covered and therefore,
the increase of detail level is quite obvious.
After blending the source images into one HDR image, electronic
displays struggle to show these to full effect. Thus, in order to be able
to display them, HDR images must be processed using a technique
called tone mapping.
This process converts “the real” High Dynamic Range (HDR) image
into a Low Dynamic Range (LDR) or Standard Dynamic Range
(SDR) image such that can be displayed on standard screens and
projectors. It should therefore be noted that when we talk about HDR

Img. 03.05. HDR results comparison tone mapping vs exposure fusion.
Note the noise differences even when tone mapping noise reduction
settings were selected.
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The same source images were used to obtain the above HDR images.
On the right obtained by exposure fusion method within Immersive
Studio (fully automatic) whereas the one corresponding to tone
mapping within Photomatix (default settings + noise reduction) is
on the left. Different tone mapping settings produce different colour
results so colour differences are not going to be commented although
they can be noticed. However, noise differences can be observed with
independence of tone mapping setting selected.
03.03. COMMON PROBLEMS USING HDR:
Noise. Noise in HDR images can be produced during tone mapping,
after blending source images with different exposures, in which the
amplification of underexposed pixels leads to noise in dark areas
of the scene. Furthermore, any noise in the source images will be
amplified further in the resulting HDR image. It is therefore good
practice to avoid noise in single exposure images where possible.
Noise always results in loss of detail and texture so is problematic in
these applications.
Misalignment. Misalignment between the source images occurs
because of movement between shots of the bracketed sequence. The
movement could be produced by the user, but also may be due to
external issues which are more difficult to control, for instance, the
wind. The user should also take appropriate measures to eliminate
chances of camera movement during capture, such as a robust tripod.
Ghosting. This is also a form of misalignment but, in this case, the
misalignment is localised to a specific part of the image and caused
by the movement of objects within the scene (trees moving in the
wind, people walking, cars in motion). Unfortunately, in general and
especially while outdoors, it is often not possible to control these
factors to completely avoid ghosting during capture.
Halo artefacts. Halo artefacts, along with ghosting are the two most
common issues related to HDR imaging. These normally appear on
the boundaries between two regions or areas of the image with very
different brightness or high contrast.

not introduced into the resulting image. Furthermore, iSTAR helps
to prevent some potential causes of misalignment due to camera
movement by its requirement for a countdown or remote triggering
of the capture process. The camera should therefore not experience
user caused ‘shake’ when positioned on a suitable stable tripod.
Compared with NCTech iSTAR, cameras without HDR capabilities and
limited exposure range produce images with significantly lower levels
of detail in areas of highlight and shadow. Without HDR, an image that
is correctly exposed for a reduced area of the scene can be obtained
but, correct exposure across the whole image cannot be obtained.
Furthermore, iSTAR creates HDR images fully automatically with its
analysis of the entire 360° scene to set the best EV capture range.
Thus, with single exposure camera we would obtain images like the
ones with 0 exposure value, or -/+ in some cases, corresponding to
Img. 03.01., Img. 03.02, Img. 03.03. and Img. 03.04. but never images
as Img.03.05., which NCTech iSTAR can provide fully automatically.

05. NCTech iSTAR & ImmersiveStudio
(HDR Workflow)
Working with NCTech solutions is the easiest available method to
automatically achieve high detail 360° HDR images, thanks to NCTech
iSTAR and Immersive Studio’s user-friendly interface and automatic
processes, fully integrated into the 360° image stitching workflow.
01. NCTech iSTAR Photo Capture. Place NCTech iSTAR in any challenging
low light environment and set HDR iSTAR mode (HDR ON for 5
exposure levels and HDR PRO for up to 9 exposures levels) to take
your images. For further information about how to use iSTAR, please
visit www.nctechimaging.com/istar).

Noise and misalignment are issues that can be prevented during
capturing but in order to correct or eliminate ghost or halo artefacts,
image post-processing is needed, which is not covered in this
Application Note.

04. iSTAR HDR images
NCTech iSTAR can provide HDR images by using two different capture
modes. HDR ON (HDR output based on 5 images) and HDR PRO (HDR
output based on up to 9 images).
As previously stated, the number of images needed depends on
the exposure value (EV) required to cover the dynamic range of the
scene, and spacing between shots of the sequence, which should
cover as much luminosity as possible. iSTAR analyses the whole
dynamic range of the scene and establishes the most suitable
exposure values and steps in each case (Notice that Img. 03.01.,
Img. 03.02, Img. 03.03. and Img. 03.04. shows exposure time values
corresponding to each image source). The end results are full detail
360° images wherewith all areas within the image, whether bright
areas or dark shadows, appear correctly exposed.
HDR PRO provides additional capture capability in very high contrast
scenes. Some examples are, extreme sunsets and sunrises, forest
with strong shadows and highlights, interior of buildings with large
glazed areas.
Where there is no visual difference or improvement resulting from
using HDR PRO compared to HDR ON, then it can be concluded that
HDR ON (with five exposure capture) is sufficient to cover the whole
dynamic range of the scene, rather than the automatic HDR PRO with
its up to nine exposures.
In general, the iSTAR camera helps the inexperienced user to avoid
some common HDR problems (See 03.01. COMMON PROBLEMS
USING HDR). The iSTAR HDR image creation process only uses
correctly exposed pixels, so noise seen in underexposed pixels is

Img. 05.01. Queensferry Road Bridge, Edinburgh City. iSTAR placement.
Note the quality difference between this image taken with a single
exposure camera and Img.02.01. and Img.03.05. corresponding to iSTAR
HDR images.
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In general, HDR ON should be more than enough for most scenes
since it uses 5 exposure levels but, for those situations in which the
dynamic range of the scene is more extreme, then HDR PRO should
be used (See 04. iSTAR HDR images).
02. NCTech Immersive Studio. To process iSTAR raw data in Immersive
Studio just drag and drop the corresponding folders from each image
on to the Immersive Studio window or, select the corresponding
directory. Both options lead to the same result.
By default, the output directory is the same as input directory but this
can be easily changed by clicking on the dotted button.
For further information about Immersive Studio, please visit our website
at www.nctechimaging.com/immersive-studio and choose the option
“Process HDR” (on by default). HDR and stitching are processed at the
same time within the user-friendly NCTech Immersive Studio interface.

06. Applications
Following are some typically challenging areas in general
photography where HDR can provide benefit:
High-contrast situations, very dark scene with bright artificial light
and natural darkness or backlit scenes.
Sunrise or sunset in which details of dark shadow areas are as
important as details on the sky, or simply, the aim of the work is to
reproduce the scene as is perceived by human eye. Furthermore, it
must be considered that available light will change quickly so nonsynchronised 360 systems may perform poorly.
Flash use is not possible. Flash is a standard solution to take photos
in low light conditions but sometimes is prohibited (for instance, in
order to not damage art works, inside art galleries, documenting
paintings on Heritage like frescoes or stone polychrome...etc.), or
where its effect is not beneficial since it can compress the depth of
the images.
Capture of detail. A possible solution to take photos in low light
conditions could be by increasing sensitivity light or camera sensor
by choosing a higher ISO value. However, this will increase the noise
of the photo, decreasing the definition of detail. Furthermore, setting
a higher ISO value can help in low light conditions but won’t deal with
wider dynamic range scenes, even more, setting a higher ISO value
will reduce the dynamic range of the scene in single exposure images.
Indoors with limited ambient light or with windows. Single exposure
captures in these scenarios will typically produce dark / dull images,
or images with strong glare surrounding lighting or window areas.
iSTAR HDR provides very good results in these situations.
Taking pictures from positions of shade. Capturing a scene from
within an area of dark shade is does not provide suitable lighting
conditions and image noise will likely increase. Increasing the capture
speed could be a solution but the light might not be sufficient to
achieve good results.
Dark conditions. At night or very low light conditions in which
you don’t have enough light and using flash is not an option, long
exposures can be used to maximise available light, or simple
continuous illumination can be used.
All aforementioned points relate to general photography, but
iSTAR’s capabilities in these areas also improve its use in other nonphotography application areas:

•
•

•
•

360° immersive environments full of details that can be
observed by human eye in reality, but that cannot be captured
in a single exposure panorama.
Point cloud building based on image-matching methods, such
as Structure from Motion (SfM) perform better. The possibility
of getting holes in reconstructed models produced by pixels
with no useful information (extreme black or white areas
produced by light effects) is reduced.
Colourisation of laser scanner point clouds is improved with
better and more complete colour detail. Capture time is also
reduced due to automated synchronised 360° imaging.
High quality textures for mesh mapping, since iSTAR analyses
the whole 360° scenes and establishes the most suitable
exposure value and steps.

Img. 05.02. NCTech ImmersiveStudio interface. “Process HDR” option
can be seen at the bottom.
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07. Conclusion
HDR images full of rich detail are rapidly and automatically obtained
by using NCTech iSTAR camera in challenging low light conditions:
Only one iSTAR shoot is needed to get an HDR 360 image with five or
up to nine exposure levels.

In conclusion, iSTAR provides quality HDR imaging which is highly
suitable for photogrammetry purposes, mesh mapping, realistic
immersive views and laser scanner point cloud colourisation. It
provides particularly strong benefits in low light or high contrast
environments, indoors and where there is complex architecture.

Deep knowledge in photography is not needed since iSTAR analyses
the whole scene to calculate out the most suitable EV capture range,
taking into account the whole landscape condition.
Extra training is not required. Anyone can use iSTAR and NCTech
software with minimal training & experience thanks user friendly
software and device interfaces.
Automatically HDR stitched images are provided. Instead of requiring
separate 3rd party software the user extracts HDR images directly
from NCTech Immersive Studio (NCTech stitching solution) with no
additional steps in his standard workflow.
Robust performance even in changeable lighting conditions.
iSTAR can provide rich colour images in wide range of lightning
environments thanks to HDR settings and EV range of 27 f-stops.
Misalignment prevention. iSTAR helps users to prevent misalignments
produced by camera shake from the user through countdown timer
or remote triggering.

For further information about iSTAR or NCTech software visit
www.nctechimaging.com or contact us sales@nctechimaging.com
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